[Analysis of the indicators of central and peripheral hemodynamics in families with arterial hypertension].
Arterial pressure was studied by ++tacho-oscillography, and the central and peripheral hemodynamics were examined by tetrapolar rheography in members of 62 families with essential arterial hypertension. A geneticodispersion analysis was made of phenotypic dispersion of the parameters under study. The genetic determinant with an X-chromosome effect was established for minimal and lateral systolic pressure; that with a maternal effect for mean pressure. A high degree of the inheritance of the varieties of the central hemodynamics was discovered. Analysis of the peripheral hemodynamics points to an important role played by venoconstriction in the establishment of arterial hypertension. A high level of genetic determination with an X-chromosome effect was found for the readings of the leg rheogram (beta, alpha + alpha, alpha + beta/RR), responsible for the blood content and venous outflow. The data obtained provide evidence in favour of the prospective + search for genetic markers among the parameters of arterial pressure, the central and peripheral hemodynamics.